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ABSTRACT: A compact optical biosensor for direct detection of thrombin in human blood
plasma (HBP) is reported. This biosensor platform is based on wavelength spectroscopy of
diffraction-coupled surface plasmons on a chip with a periodically corrugated gold film that
carries an antifouling thin polymer layer consisting of poly[(N-(2-hydroxypropyl)-
methacrylamide)-co-(carboxybetaine methacrylamide)] (poly(HPMA-co-CBMAA)) brushes.
This surface architecture provides superior resistance to nonspecific and irreversible
adsorption of abundant compounds in the analyzed HBP samples in comparison to standard
surface modifications. The carboxylate groups along the polymer brushes were exploited for the covalent immobilization of
aptamer ligands. These ligands were selected to specifically capture the target thrombin analyte from the analyzed HBP sample
in a way that does not activate the coagulatory process at the biosensor surface with poly(HPMA-co-CBMAA) brushes. Direct
label-free analysis of thrombin in the medically relevant concentration range (1−20 nM) is demonstrated without the need for
diluting the HBP samples or using additional steps for signal enhancement. The reported platform constitutes the first step
toward a portable and sensitive point-of-care device for direct detection of thrombin in human blood.

KEYWORDS: surface plasmon resonance, grating-coupled surface plasmon resonance, biosensor, thrombin, antifouling brushes,
aptamer, blood plasma, point of care

Hemostasis is an indispensable physiological mechanism
that maintains the integrity of the vascular system and

circulation of the blood in the fluid state.1 It relies on a number
of highly regulated pro- and antithrombotic pathways that
control the suppression of bleeding at the site of vessel injury,
clot dissolution, and wound remodeling.2 The delicate balance
between coagulation and fibrinolytic activity can be disrupted
by congenital and acquired coagulopathies,1 anticoagulation
therapy,3 surgical procedures,4,5 cardiopulmonary bypass,6 and
extracorporeal life support.7 In these cases, the patient is
exposed to a risk of life-threatening hemorrhage or a
thrombotic event that requires immediate medical interven-
tion. The incidence of hemostatic complications and their
consequences (mortality, number of transfusions, time spent in
the intensive care, cost of the treatment) can be substantially
reduced by routine clinical diagnostics complemented by self-
testing of a patient’s coagulation status.8−10 However, because
of the complexity of the hemostatic system with a plentiful
positive and negative feedback controls, a generic and widely
accepted method for the assessment of coagulation stage does
not exist neither at patient’s home nor in clinical practice.11

Affinity optical biosensors based on surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) are considered as among the prime
candidates for “next-generation” diagnostic devices.12 The
SPR biosensors hold potential to serve in emerging point-of-
care (POC) applications offering the advantage of fast
response, real-time measurement, and already developed

implementations to portable devices.13 Up to now, portable
systems based on the SPR biosensor principle were pursued for
their applications in food safety,14,15 environmental monitor-
ing, biodefense,16,17 and medical diagnostics.18,19 The majority
of the reported portable SPR devices rely on the Kretschmann
configuration of the attenuated total reflection (ATR) enabling
resonant excitation of propagating surface plasmons (PSPs) on
the sensor surface with a continuous metallic film.20,21 In order
to simplify the use of SPR sensor chips in compact or portable
reader devices, diffraction grating-coupled surface plasmon
resonance (GC-SPR) provides an alternative to the ATR
method.22,23 The GC-SPR chips carry nanostructures that can
be fabricated by scaled up means with injection molding,24

roll-to-roll nanoimprint lithography,25 or laser interference
lithography.26 These types of nanostructures were imple-
mented to disposable sensor chips and used in the compact
sensor designs supported by dedicated readers27−29 as well as
by optics integrated to smartphones.30

Throughout the last years, we witnessed a gradual progress
in the development of thrombin biosensors based on
electrochemical,31 piezoelectric,32 and optical transducers.33

Among these, SPR biosensors reached the limit of detection at
pico- and attomolar concentrations34,35 and relied on readers
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with miniature design by using plasmonic nanostructures36 or
optical fibers.37 Although detection of thrombin in the
medically relevant range (5−20 nM) is well established in
model samples, the operation in complex biological media such
as human blood, plasma, and serum remains challenging due to
the unspecific adsorption of matrix proteins to the sensor
surfacea phenomenon also called “fouling”. The fouling
from blood plasma is the result of complex cooperative
intermolecular interactions,38 which constitutes a multiscale
process that begins with adsorption of smaller proteins that are
subsequently replaced by more surface-affine ones (Vroman
effect39) and followed by the activation of different coagulatory
factors as well as thrombocytes. In the SPR affinity biosensors,
fouling severely complicates the discrimination between the
response originating from the capture of the target analyte and
the unspecific protein adsorption on the sensor surface and
thus impairs their performance. The most common approach
to reduce the protein fouling is a modification of the metallic
surface with self-assembled monolayers (SAM) carrying
oligo(ethylene glycol) moieties.40 This modification typically
provides good resistance to the fouling from model samples;
however, it is not sufficient when the sensor surface is
challenged with more complex bodily fluids.41 The often used
strategy to mitigate the effect of unspecific interactions is
diluting the analyzed sample tens to hundreds of times with a
reaction buffer,42,43 which lowers the concentration of the
target analyte that is available for the detection by the same
factor. In addition, multiple-step assays with the enhancement
of specific response by using the sandwich assay format
combined with metallic nanoparticles were reported,43 and
advanced reference-compensated measurement strategies were
pursued.44 Despite these advances in SPR biosensor
technology, only one of the aforementioned studies achieved
a sufficient limit of detection (LOD) of thrombin in 10%
serum for the prediction of the thrombotic event by the
combined aptamer-based rolling circle amplification and bio-
bar-coded AuNP enhancement.35

Notably, the SPR analysis of complex biological media can
be simplified by the implementation of an antifouling
biointerface architecture that will resist the biological matrix
effect and thus enable the specific detection of the target
analyte without the need of sample dilution or signal
amp l ifi ca t i on . The po l y [(N - (2 -hydroxyp ropy l ) -
methacrylamide)-co-(carboxybetaine methacrylamide)] (poly-
(HPMA-co-CBMAA)) brushes have become among the most
successful strategies for eliminating protein adsorption on the
sensor surface from blood serum and plasma45−47 and saliva.48

Most importantly, the immobilization of the receptor
molecules to these poly(HPMA-co-CBMAA) brushes induces
only minute changes in their structure, and thus, it minimally
impairs their antifouling properties. This functionality was
demonstrated for brushes prepared by statistical copolymeriza-
tion of two antifouling monomers HPMA and CBMAA
(85:15%) that provides a small fraction of side groups available
for functionalization with receptors.45

In this study, we address the important clinical need for a
compact device to monitor the concentration of thrombin in
biological media by developing a compact plasmonic
biosensor. It should be emphasized that the detection of
thrombin in the blood plasma is particularly challenging
because its capture on the sensor surface locally increases its
concentration and can trigger the coagulation cascade.
Therefore, the surface of a diffraction grating was coated

with an advanced biointerface architecture comprising poly-
(HPMA-co-CBMAA) brushes that were post modified with an
aptamer ligand. The single-stranded DNA aptamer used in this
study binds to exosite I of thrombin by adopting a G-
quadruplex conformation leading to inhibition of thrombin-
catalyzed clot formation.49,50 In addition, we used a univalent
thrombin inhibitorargatrobanin order to prevent the
coagulation of the bulk human blood plasma (HBP) sample.
Argatroban binds to the active site of thrombin blocking the
catalytic activity of soluble and fibrin-bound thrombin and
reducing thrombin-mediated activation of platelets.51 By
occupying the active site only, argatroban does not impair
the recognition of thrombin by the surface-attached aptamer.
The importance of antifouling sensor surface engineering is
demonstrated by selective capture of medically relevant
concentrations of thrombin in undiluted HBP.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Thrombin purified from human plasma (MW = 37 kDa)

was purchased from Enzo Life Sciences (Switzerland). The thrombin
b i n d i n g a p t am e r HD1 ( am i n o m o d i fi e r C 6 5 ′ -
TTTTTGGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-3′) and control aptamer
( s c r a m b l e d s e q u e n c e : a m i n o m o d i fi e r C 6 5 ′ -
TTTTTGGTGGTGGTTGTGGT-3′) were synthesized by Inte-
grated DNA Technologies (Belgium). The pooled normal HBP
samples were obtained from Innovative Research (USA). Alkane
PEG-thiol with a carboxylic acid group (carboxyl PEG-thiol, TH 003-
m11.n6-0.1) was purchased from Prochimia (Poland), and (11-
mercaptoundecyl)triethyleneglycol (hydroxyl PEG-thiol, SPT-0011)
was purchased from SensoPath Technologies Inc. (USA). Buffer
solutions were prepared by using ultrapure water (arium pro,
Sartorius Stedim) with all reagents used as received unless otherwise
stated. 2-(N-Morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES), acetic acid,
sodium acetate (SA), sodium chloride, HEPES, PBS buffer tablets,
and argatroban monohydrate (MW = 526.65 g/mol) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (Austria). 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-
carbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) were
obtained from Thermo Scientific (Austria). CuCl2 (99.999%) and
1,4,8,11-tetramethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane (Me4Cyclam,
98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany). CuCl was
purchased from abcr GmbH (Germany). Methanol (MeOH) and
ethanol (EtOH) were purchased from VWR Chemicals (Germany).
Milli-Q water for the polymer synthesis was obtained using an Elga
US filter Purelab Plus UF purification system (PL5113 02) (U.K.).

Preparation of Plasmonic Gratings. A master structure of
crossed relief grating was prepared by UV laser interference
lithography as described before.52 It was cast to poly-
(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS, Sylgard 184 from Dow Corning, USA),
which was cured overnight at 60 °C. The PDMS structure was
detached from the master and used as a working stamp for further
replication by UV-nanoimprint lithography. The UV-curable polymer
Amonil MS10 (Amo GmbH, Germany) was spun on a BK7 glass
substrate at 3000 rpm for 120 s. The PDMS working stamp was
placed on the top of the Amonil layer, and the polymer was irradiated
with UV light at λ = 365 nm with an irradiation dose of 2 J/cm2 (UV
lamp Bio-Link 365, Vilber Lourmat). Then the PDMS stamp was
released from the UV-cured Amonil layer leaving an imprinted pattern
of the master structure on the BK7 glass substrate. Subsequently,
chromium (4 nm thickness) and gold (100 nm thickness) layers were
deposited on the Amonil grating by vacuum thermal evaporation
(HHV AUTO 306 from HHV LTD, U.K.) in vacuum better than
10−6 mbar. The prepared GC-SPR sensor chips comprised an area
that was structured and area that was flat and served as a reference in
the optical measurements.

Synthesis of Poly(HPMA-co-CBMAA) Brushes. ω-Mercaptoun-
decyl bromoisobutyrate and N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide
(HPMA) were synthesized according to the literature.53,54 (3-
Methacryloylaminopropyl)-(2-carboxyethyl)-dimethylammonium
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(carboxybetaine methacrylamide, CBMAA) was synthesized using a
modification of a procedure reported earlier.55 Shortly, the GC-SPR
sensor chips with the gold film were immersed in 2.4 mM solution of
ω-mercaptoundecyl bromoisobutyrate in EtOH overnight to form
SAM of the initiator. For the atom transfer radical polymerization
(ATRP), 8 mL of MeOH and 8 mL of Milli-Q water were degassed in
separated Schlenk flasks via seven freeze−pump−thaw cycles.
Simultaneously, catalyst [CuCl2 (6.1 mg, 78 μmol), CuCl (20.5 mg,
207 μmol), and Me4Cyclam (70.6 mg, 275 μmol)] and monomers
[HPMA (1.4 g, 9.7 mmol) and CBMAA (409 mg, 1.7 mmol)] were
placed in separated Schlenk flasks and degassed by a pump and
refilled. Subsequently, 4 mL of MeOH and 7 mL of Milli-Q water

together with 3 mL of MeOH were transferred to the Schlenk flasks
containing the catalyst and monomers under a N2 atmosphere and
were stirred until all solids were dissolved. Then the obtained catalyst
solution was mixed with the monomer solution using a gas-tight
syringe under a N2 atmosphere and transferred to previously degassed
reactors containing the GC-SPR sensor chip with SAM. The
polymerization was carried out at 30 °C for 2 h. The samples were
taken out from the reactors, washed with EtOH and Milli-Q water,
and dried with N2. The scheme of the polymerization is shown in
Figure 1a.

Morphology Measurements. The morphology of the crossed
relief grating before and after the modification with poly(HPMA-co-

Figure 1. (a) Synthesis and chemical structure of poly(HPMA-co-CBMAA) brushes on a gold surface by ATRP. (b) Sensor chip surface with
corrugated gold layer carrying nonfouling poly(HPMA-co-CBMAA) brushes for detection of thrombin. (c) AFM observation of the bare gold
grating and the grating coated with polymer brushes.

Figure 2. (a) Photograph of the compact GC-SPR instrument. (b) SPR spectra obtained from the gold grating, grating modified with pristine
polymer brushes, and after the immobilization of the aptamer. (c) Sensorgram showing detection of thrombin in PBS by using a plasmonic grating
chip modified with poly(HPMA-co-CBMAA) brush and HD1 aptamer.
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CBMAA) brushes was observed by using atomic force microscopy
(AFM, PicoPlus from Molecular Imaging, Agilent Technologies,
Germany) in the tapping mode with tips PPP-NCHR-50 (Nano-
sensors, Switzerland). The acquired images were analyzed with the
open-source software Gwyddion (version 2.47 from gwyddion.net).
The grafting of polymer brushes was monitored by measuring the
thickness of the dried polymer film using a spectroscopic ellipsometer
M2000 (J.A.Woollam Co., USA) operated in rotating compensator
mode. All measurements were performed in air at room temperature
in the wavelength range of 350−1000 nm with a Xe-arc lamp light
source and angles of incidence of 65, 70, and 75°. The obtained data
were analyzed with the CompleteEASE software using a transparent
Cauchy-type optical dispersion to model the polymer brushes.
Optical Setup of GC-SPR Biosensor. The in situ probing of the

sensor surface was performed by using an in-house developed
compact instrument (Figure 2). The polychromatic light from a
halogen light source (12 V, HL-2000, Mikropack, USA) was coupled
to an input arm of a Y-optical fiber splitter (Ø 400 μm core, 0.39 NA,
Thorlabs, U.K.). The light emitted from the output arm of the Y-
optical splitter was collimated by using a lens (focal length of 11 mm,
Thorlabs, U.K.) and made normally incident at the sensor surface in
order to resonantly excite PSPs on its corrugated gold surface. A flow
cell with a chamber depth of 100 μm, length of 10 mm, and width of 5
mm was clamped against the gold sensor surface in order to contain
aqueous samples. The flow cell consisted of a thin PDMS gasket and a
transparent glass with drilled input and output ports. The analyzed
liquid samples were flowed through the flow chamber by using a
peristaltic pump (Ismatec, Switzerland) with a flow rate of 50 μL/
min. The light reflected from the sensor surface was coupled back to
the Y-optical fiber splitter that was connected to a spectrometer
(HR4000, OceanOptics Inc., USA). The measured spectrum of the
light beam reflected from the grating surface was normalized with that
acquired from the reference flat area on the sensor chip. The
normalized reflectivity spectra R(λ) were processed by a dedicated
LabView software,56 and the spectral position of the resonant
coupling to PSPs λSPR was tracked as a function of time t (Figure 2).
The acquisition time of the SPR reflectivity spectra was set at 7 ms,
and 100 spectra were accumulated.
The changes in the spectral position of GC-SPR reflectivity dip

δλSPR were determined by fitting with an analytical function. The
resonant wavelength shifts δλSPR were calibrated by the measuring the
sensor response to the flow of 1, 2, and 4 wt % water solutions of
sucrose with known refractive indices (δns = 1.4 × 10−3, 2.8 × 10−3,
5.6 × 10−3 RIU, respectively) in order to convert the sensor signal to
refractive index units (RIU). The refractive index sensitivity was
determined as S = δλSPR/δns. From the SPR signal baseline, the
standard deviation σ[λSPR(t)] of its noise was obtained, and the
refractive index resolution was obtained as σ/S.
Immobilization of Aptamers. The HD1 or control aptamers

with the amine terminal group were covalently coupled to the
carboxylic groups carried by the poly(HPMA-co-CBMAA) brushes.
The coupling was monitored in situ by the use of GC-SPR, and first,
the baseline in λSPR(t) was established upon a flow of PBS (pH 7.4).
Then the surface was incubated with 10 mM SA buffer (pH 5.0) for 5
min, and a freshly prepared solution of EDC (0.4 M) and NHS (0.1
M) in 50 mM MES buffer (pH 6.0) was reacted with the brushes for
10 min in order to activate the carboxylic groups. Subsequently, the
surface was rinsed with 10 mM SA (pH 5.0) and HEPES (pH 7.5) for
1 min each. The activated surface was exposed to 1 μM solution of the
aptamer for 30 min and rinsed with HEPES (pH 7.5) for 5 min.
Finally, the functionalized sensor surface was washed with PBS (pH
7.4) for 90 min to let the unreacted active ester groups hydrolyze.
Observation of the Fouling. The fouling from undiluted HBP

was monitored by using a GC-SPR instrument. Four types of GC-SPR
sensor chips with different surface chemistries were examined:
unmodified gold, gold surface with a mixed SAM (formed upon
overnight incubation in ethanolic solution with dissolved carboxyl
PEG-thiol and hydroxyl PEG-thiol at ratio 1:10, respectively, and 1
mM total concentration), gold surface with pristine poly(HPMA-co-
CBMAA) brushes, and gold surface with poly(HPMA-co-CBMAA)

brushes that were functionalized with the HD1 aptamer. For each
surface chemistry, a baseline in SPR signal λSPR(t) in PBS (pH 7.4)
was established for 5 min. Then undiluted HBP that was spiked with 1
μL of argatroban monohydrate (stock 10 mg/mL) in a final volume of
500 μL was flowed over each surface for 15 min followed by the
rinsing with PBS for 5 min. The amount of unspecifically bound
species from HBP on the sensor surface was determined in ng/mm2

from the difference in the sensor signal before λSPR and after the
contact with the HBP as Γ = 1.5·δλSPR for polymer brushes and
0.85·δλSPR for bare gold (SPR wavelength shift δλSPR is in nm) based
on numerical simulations discussed in the Supporting Information.

Detection of Thrombin. The sensor chips with poly(HPMA-co-
CBMAA) brushes functionalized with an aptamer ligand (specific
HD1 or scrambled HD1 sequence) were used to detect thrombin in
analyzed liquid samples (Figure 1b). Two types of samples that were
spiked with a known concentration of thrombin were prepared. The
PBS sample was spiked with thrombin at concentrations of c = 1, 2.5,
5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, 20, 22.5, and 25 nM. 1 μL of argatroban
stock solution (10 mg/mL, c = 19 mM) was added to the analyzed
HBP sample, gently mixed, and incubated for 5 min. Afterward, the
HBP sample was spiked with thrombin (stock 500 nM) to obtain c =
5, 10, 15, and 20 nM in a final sample volume of 500 μL and gently
mixed prior to the analysis by using GC-SPR. The measurement
baseline in the SPR sensor signal λSPR(t) was established upon a 5 min
flow of PBS. Then the sensor surface was exposed to the analyzed
sample for 15 min and subsequently rinsed with PBS for 5 min. In
order to regenerate the surface and release the affinity bound
thrombin, aqueous solution with 2 M NaCl was flowed for 2 min. The
sensor response ΔSPR was determined in μRIU from the difference in
the SPR signal divided by refractive index sensitivity δλSPR(t)/S before
and after the target analyte binding. Similarly, two types of control
experiments were performed. All measurements carried out in HBP
were repeated three times in order to determine the standard
deviation of the sensor response ΔSPR. The measured dependence of
sensor response ΔSPR on the thrombin concentration c was fitted
with Langmuir isotherm analytical function ΔSPR = ΔSPRmax·c/Kd/
(1 + c/Kd), where ΔSPRmax is the response in saturation and Kd is the
equilibrium dissociation affinity constant. The limit of detection
(LOD) was defined as a concentration where 3 times the standard
deviation of the baseline signal 3 × σ[λSPR(t)] intersects the Langmuir
fit of the calibration curve.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of the Compact Sensor and Its

Chips. The crossed relief grating structure was fabricated by
using the UV-nanoimprint lithography followed by the coating
with a 100 nm thick gold layer in order to resonantly couple
the incident light beam to PSPs. The polymer brushes were
subsequently synthesized on top of the gold film in order to
provide a biointerface resistant to fouling from HBP. The
surface of the diffraction grating with and without polymer
brushes was analyzed by AFM as shown in Figure 1c. The
period of the gold-coated grating with the sinusoidal profile
was determined as Λ = 434 ± 16 nm, and the corrugation
depth was h = 29.5 ± 3.5 nm. After the synthesis of the
polymer brushes with a thickness of d = 35 ± 7 nm, the grating
corrugation depth decreased to h = 13.2 ± 1.6 nm and reduced
roughness of the topography was observed (Figure S1). These
phenomena can be explained by the fact that, after their drying,
the flexible polymer chains rearrange and tends to fill the
concave areas of the grating.
The plasmonic grating structure on the top of the sensor

chip was attached to a flow cell and loaded to the compact
optical reader (see Figure 2a). The resonant excitation of PSPs
on the bare gold grating is manifested as a narrow dip in the
wavelength reflectivity spectrum R(λ). It occurs at a wave-
length λSPR where the normally incident wave and PSPs are
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phase-matched due to the diffraction on the grating periodic
corrugation. The momentum of the PSP waves is equal to the
grating momentum Re{kPSP(λ)} = 2π/Λ for the herein used
first diffraction order coupling, which is fulfilled at a
wavelength λSPR = 635.8 nm (see the spectral position of the
reflectivity dip in Figure 2b). After the synthesis of poly-
(HPMA-co-CBMAA) brushes on the top of the gold grating,
the resonant wavelength shifts to λSPR = 655.1 nm due to an
increase of the surface mass density Γ.
Importantly, the presence of polymer brushes (with a

thickness of d = 35 nm) affects the sensitivity of the SPR
sensor S to the refractive index changes occurring on its
surface. The reason is that the polymer occupies part of the
volume that is probed by the evanescent field of PSPs with a
decay length Lp of ∼100 nm. By measuring the detuning of
λSPR due to the refractive index change ns of an aqueous
solution spiked with sucrose (Figure S2), the sensitivity of S =
459 ± 20 nm/RIU was determined for the GC-SPR chip
without the polymer brushes. This value agrees with previous
GC-SPR measurements at a similar wavelength.56 On the same
chips that carried the polymer brush biointerface architecture,
the sensitivity decreased about twice to S = 238.3 ± 5.4 nm/
RIU. The baseline of the SPR sensor signal exhibited the noise
with a standard deviation σ of 3 × 10−3 nm, which translates to
instrument refractive index resolutions of 6 × 10−6 RIU
without the brushes and 1.1 × 10−5 ± RIU with the brushes. It
is worth noting that more than an order of magnitude better
resolution can be achieved with more advanced engineering of
the GC-SPR sensor instrument; however, more sophisticated
stabilization (e.g., temperature) has to be implemented.29

Immobilization of the Aptamers. In order to allow for
the specific capture of the target analyte at the sensor surface,
the aptamer receptors were tethered to polymer brushes. The
immobilization of the thrombin-specific HD1 aptamer or
scrambled control aptamer was performed in situ and
monitored by GC-SPR. The reflectivity spectra R(λ) (Figure
2b) and respective SPR sensor signal kinetics λSPR(t) (Figure
S3a) show that, after the immobilization of the aptamer, the
resonance shifts to longer wavelengths. After 30 min,
noncovalently bound aptamers were washed from the surface
with a PBS buffer. A shift in the position of the SPR resonance
ΔλSPR of about 0.5 nm was observed after the immobilization
of the HD1 aptamer on the sensor surface, which corresponds
to 2.3 ± 0.9 mRIU for the HD1 thrombin specific aptamer and
2.4 ± 0.1 mRIU for the scrambled sequence of the HD1
aptamer (Figure S3b).
Investigation of the Fouling of Biointerface Archi-

tectures. The fouling from undiluted HBP was observed from
the SPR signal measured upon the contact of the sensor
surface with a sample, and it was quantified in terms of the
surface mass density change Γ determined after the rinsing of
the surface with PBS. Besides the polymer-brush-coated gold
grating surfaces, also sensor chips carrying a layer of bare gold
and gold modified with PEG-thiol SAM were examined for
comparison. Figure 3a shows the SPR sensor signal measured
upon the 15 min flow of HBP over each type of surface
followed by the rinsing. These data reveal that the injection of
HBP rapidly shifts the SPR wavelength due to the bulk
refractive index change Δns. Afterward, there is a slower
gradual increase in the SPR signal on the bare and PEG-thiol
modified gold surface due to the adsorption of HBP
constituents. Importantly, much smaller gradual changes in
the SPR signal are measured on the polymer brushes, which

indicate weaker unspecific interaction with HBP. After the
rinsing with PBS, the SPR signal rapidly decreases owing to a
change in the bulk refractive index Δns, and it reaches an
equilibrium after 5 min. The surface mass density of the
irreversibly deposited constituents Γ was determined from the
change in the SPR signal baseline before and after the exposure
to HBP as summarized in Figure 3b. In agreement with the
previous studies,46 there was no measurable change in Γ for
pristine brushes demonstrating that the antifouling properties
are not affected by the grating topology (Γ < 0.02 ng/mm2).
These characteristics are superior to those measured for bare
gold (Γ = 0.66 ng/mm2) and conventional gold modified with
PEG-thiol SAM (Γ = 0.59 ng/mm2).
However, in contrast to a previous study45 (in which a

protein ligand was immobilized to similar brushes), we
observed a significant increase in the surface mass density (Γ
= 0.09 ng/mm2) for the brushes that were functionalized with
the HD1 DNA aptamer. This observation indicates that the
presence of negatively charged DNA strands can impair more
severely the antifouling properties, but it also can be attributed
to the capture of endogenous thrombin that is natively present
in the tested pooled HBP at pM concentrations.57,58 In order
to elucidate between these two possible contributions, we
measured the fouling for the HD1 aptamer-functionalized
brushes from HBP that was spiked with the same HD1
aptamer. Then we observed about 2 times lower surface mass
density increase (Γ = 0.04 ng/mm2), which can be ascribed to
the blocking of the thrombin present in the sample and thus
preventing its specific capture by the sensor HD1 aptamer
tethered to the surface. Therefore, about 50% of the observed

Figure 3. (a) Sensorgram showing fouling of the examined surfaces
from 100% plasma with 38 μM argatroban: gold - bare gold, SAM -
gold modified with a thiol-based SAM, pristine PB - gold modified
with polymer brushes, func. PB - gold modified with polymer brushes
that were functionalized with HD1 aptamer. (b) Averaged protein
adsorption Γ reflecting fouling of each surface from 100% plasma with
38 μM argatroban.
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SPR response can be ascribed to the fouling, and it should be
highlighted that it corresponds to about 7% of the value
observed on (even nonfunctionalized) PEG-thiol SAM that is
widely accepted as the standard low-fouling surface architec-
ture.
Detection of Thrombin. The developed GC-SPR sensor

chip with poly(HPMA-co-CBMAA) brushes was used for the
detection of thrombin in model PBS and undiluted HBP
samples. The polymer brushes were functionalized either with
thrombin-specific aptamer HD1 or by an aptamer with a
scrambled sequence of nucleotides serving as a negative
control. A series of HBP samples spiked with 38 μM
argatroban and thrombin in the concentration range from c
= 1 to 25 nM were prepared. The impact of argatroban on a
thrombin detection assay was investigated, and it was
confirmed that argatroban does not interfere with the aptamer
binding site (Figure S4). As can be seen in Figures 2c and 4a,

prepared samples were subsequently analyzed with the SPR
sensor signal λSPR/S acquired in time. Each sample was flowed
through the sensor for 15 min followed by rinsing with PBS
and regeneration of the surface by introducing an aqueous
solution of NaCl (2 M), which weakens the thrombin−HD1
affinity binding. Importantly, the regeneration of the surface
with polymer brushes has been complete and leads to washing
off of all the specifically captured thrombin as well as
unspecifically adsorbed abundant HBP constituents. The

control experiment was performed analogously for sensor
chips with the polymer brushes functionalized with a
scrambled sequence of the HD1 aptamer that does not form
a G-quadruplex structure, which is indispensable for the
binding of thrombin.
As indicated in Figure 4a, the sensor response ΔSPR due to

the binding of thrombin was determined from the SPR signal
changes before the injection of a sample and after the rinsing
with PBS prior to the regeneration step. The calibration curves
were established for detection of thrombin in PBS (blue
symbols in Figure 4b) and HBP (red symbols in Figure 4b).
These data were fitted by using the Langmuir isotherm, and
the obtained dissociation equilibrium constants were Kd = 3.7
and 22 nM for the PBS and HBP samples, respectively. Such
variation can be attributed to potential interaction of the
immobilized HD1 aptamer with other constituents that are
present in HBP and not in PBS. These can include the
background thrombin level in used pooled plasma (which
would lead to false concentration of thrombin) and to the
presence of ions and macromolecules that amend the balance
of aptamer intermolecular interactions. It is worth noting that
the obtained Kd values fall in the range that was reported in the
literature and measured by using similar aptamers that were
utilized for heterogeneous assays59,60 as well as for
homogeneous assays.61,62 By taking into account the noise of
the sensor signal, the limit of detection was determined as
LOD = 0.15 and 1.1 nM for the PBS and HBP, respectively. In
addition, squares in Figure 4b represent two control experi-
ments obtained with the scrambled aptamer sequence in PBS
(blue color) and human plasma (red color). An additional
control experiment was performed by using HBP samples
containing 38 μM argatroban that were spiked with 1 μM HD1
or scrambled control aptamer (Figure S5). The obtained data
are in good agreement with the values that were obtained in
the direct assay in HBP and confirm the specificity of the
developed biosensor.

■ CONCLUSIONS
An optical biosensor platform for rapid direct monitoring of
thrombin in human blood plasma was established based on
grating-coupled SPR readout. The specific detection of
thrombin that is not impeded by the interfering adsorption
of proteins from human blood plasma was achieved by using
the thrombin aptamers and advanced biointerface architecture
comprising nonfouling poly(HPMA-co-CBMAA) brushes. We
demonstrated that the label-free detection of thrombin content
in undiluted human blood plasma is possible in 15 min with an
LOD of 1.1 nM. The grating-coupled SPR sensor was
implemented to a compact portable system making its
deployment outside specialized optical laboratories possible.
The further miniaturization of each individual component of
the optical system can be pursued by future optoelectrical
engineering paving the way toward handheld POC devices.
Despite that further investigations are needed to be carried out
(including tests on clinical samples) in order to evaluate the
diagnostic value of the presented biosensor, the reported
performance shows that the implementation of this technology
to a diagnostic tool to monitor the coagulation status of
patients at risk of thrombosis is possible. The coagulation
process occurs once the level of thrombin in blood has reached
approximately 5−20 nM,63,64 and at the end of the clot
formation, the concentration of thrombin can reach several
hundred nM.65 Therefore, the level of thrombin in the range of

Figure 4. (a) Sensorgram showing detection of thrombin in 100%
plasma. (b) Normalized SPR response vs concentration of thrombin
measured in PBS (blue) (n = 1) and 100% plasma (red) (n = 3) by
using the brushes functionalized with HD1 aptamer (triangles) or
with control aptamer (squares).
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5−20 nM indicates a high risk of thrombosis, and these values
are within the detection range of the reported sensor.
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